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Cloud Computing: Theory and Practice provides
students and IT professionals with an in-depth analysis
of the cloud from the ground up. Beginning with a
discussion of parallel computing and architectures and
distributed systems, the book turns to contemporary
cloud infrastructures, how they are being deployed at
leading companies such as Amazon, Google and Apple,
and how they can be applied in fields such as
healthcare, banking and science. The volume also
examines how to successfully deploy a cloud application
across the enterprise using virtualization, resource
management and the right amount of networking
support, including content delivery networks and storage
area networks. Developers will find a complete
introduction to application development provided on a
variety of platforms. Learn about recent trends in cloud
computing in critical areas such as: resource
management, security, energy consumption, ethics, and
complex systems Get a detailed hands-on set of
practical recipes that help simplify the deployment of a
cloud based system for practical use of computing
clouds along with an in-depth discussion of several
projects Understand the evolution of cloud computing
and why the cloud computing paradigm has a better
chance to succeed than previous efforts in large-scale
distributed computing
This classic book on formal languages, automata theory,
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and computational complexity has been updated to
present theoretical concepts in a concise and
straightforward manner with the increase of hands-on,
practical applications. This new edition comes with
Gradiance, an online assessment tool developed for
computer science. Please note, Gradiance is no longer
available with this book, as we no longer support this
product.
This well-known undergraduate electrodynamics
textbook is now available in a more affordable printing
from Cambridge University Press. The Fourth Edition
provides a rigorous, yet clear and accessible treatment
of the fundamentals of electromagnetic theory and offers
a sound platform for explorations of related applications
(AC circuits, antennas, transmission lines, plasmas,
optics and more). Written keeping in mind the conceptual
hurdles typically faced by undergraduate students, this
textbook illustrates the theoretical steps with well-chosen
examples and careful illustrations. It balances text and
equations, allowing the physics to shine through without
compromising the rigour of the math, and includes
numerous problems, varying from straightforward to
elaborate, so that students can be assigned some
problems to build their confidence and others to stretch
their minds. A Solutions Manual is available to instructors
teaching from the book; access can be requested from
the resources section at
www.cambridge.org/electrodynamics.
Introduces machine learning and its algorithmic
paradigms, explaining the principles behind automated
learning approaches and the considerations underlying
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their usage.
The first edition won the award for Best 1990
Professional and Scholarly Book in Computer Science
and Data Processing by the Association of American
Publishers. There are books on algorithms that are
rigorous but incomplete and others that cover masses of
material but lack rigor. Introduction to Algorithms
combines rigor and comprehensiveness. The book
covers a broad range of algorithms in depth, yet makes
their design and analysis accessible to all levels of
readers. Each chapter is relatively self-contained and
can be used as a unit of study. The algorithms are
described in English and in a pseudocode designed to
be readable by anyone who has done a little
programming. The explanations have been kept
elementary without sacrificing depth of coverage or
mathematical rigor. The first edition became the standard
reference for professionals and a widely used text in
universities worldwide. The second edition features new
chapters on the role of algorithms, probabilistic analysis
and randomized algorithms, and linear programming, as
well as extensive revisions to virtually every section of
the book. In a subtle but important change, loop
invariants are introduced early and used throughout the
text to prove algorithm correctness. Without changing the
mathematical and analytic focus, the authors have
moved much of the mathematical foundations material
from Part I to an appendix and have included additional
motivational material at the beginning.
An accessible and rigorous textbook for introducing
undergraduates to computer science theory What Can
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Be Computed? is a uniquely accessible yet rigorous
introduction to the most profound ideas at the heart of
computer science. Crafted specifically for
undergraduates who are studying the subject for the first
time, and requiring minimal prerequisites, the book
focuses on the essential fundamentals of computer
science theory and features a practical approach that
uses real computer programs (Python and Java) and
encourages active experimentation. It is also ideal for
self-study and reference. The book covers the standard
topics in the theory of computation, including Turing
machines and finite automata, universal computation,
nondeterminism, Turing and Karp reductions,
undecidability, time-complexity classes such as P and
NP, and NP-completeness, including the Cook-Levin
Theorem. But the book also provides a broader view of
computer science and its historical development, with
discussions of Turing's original 1936 computing
machines, the connections between undecidability and
Gödel's incompleteness theorem, and Karp's famous set
of twenty-one NP-complete problems. Throughout, the
book recasts traditional computer science concepts by
considering how computer programs are used to solve
real problems. Standard theorems are stated and proven
with full mathematical rigor, but motivation and
understanding are enhanced by considering concrete
implementations. The book's examples and other
content allow readers to view demonstrations of—and to
experiment with—a wide selection of the topics it covers.
The result is an ideal text for an introduction to the theory
of computation. An accessible and rigorous introduction
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to the essential fundamentals of computer science
theory, written specifically for undergraduates taking
introduction to the theory of computation Features a
practical, interactive approach using real computer
programs (Python in the text, with forthcoming Java
alternatives online) to enhance motivation and
understanding Gives equal emphasis to computability
and complexity Includes special topics that demonstrate
the profound nature of key ideas in the theory of
computation Lecture slides and Python programs are
available at whatcanbecomputed.com
Introduction to proof theory and its applications in
mathematical logic, theoretical computer science and
artificial intelligence.
Geophysical Data Analysis: Discrete Inverse Theory is
an introductory text focusing on discrete inverse theory
that is concerned with parameters that either are truly
discrete or can be adequately approximated as discrete.
Organized into 12 chapters, the book’s opening
chapters provide a general background of inverse
problems and their corresponding solution, as well as
some of the basic concepts from probability theory that
are applied throughout the text. Chapters 3-7 discuss the
solution of the canonical inverse problem, that is, the
linear problem with Gaussian statistics, and discussions
on problems that are non-Gaussian and nonlinear are
covered in Chapters 8 and 9. Chapters 10-12 present
examples of the use of inverse theory and a discussion
on the numerical algorithms that must be employed to
solve inverse problems on a computer. This book is of
value to graduate students and many college seniors in
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the applied sciences.
The foundation of computer science is built upon the
following questions: What is an algorithm? What can be
computed and what cannot be computed? What does it
mean for a function to be computable? How does
computational power depend upon programming
constructs? Which algorithms can be considered
feasible? For more than 70 years, computer scientists
are searching for answers to such qu- tions. Their
ingenious techniques used in answering these questions
form the theory of computation. Theory of computation
deals with the most fundamental ideas of computer sence in an abstract but easily understood form. The
notions and techniques employed are widely spread
across various topics and are found in almost every
branch of c- puter science. It has thus become more than
a necessity to revisit the foundation, learn the
techniques, and apply them with con?dence. Overview
and Goals This book is about this solid, beautiful, and
pervasive foundation of computer s- ence. It introduces
the fundamental notions, models, techniques, and results
that form the basic paradigms of computing. It gives an
introduction to the concepts and mathematics that
computer scientists of our day use to model, to argue
about, and to predict the behavior of algorithms and
computation. The topics chosen here have shown
remarkable persistence over the years and are very
much in current use.
Reconfigurable computing techniques and adaptive
systems are some of the most promising architectures
for microprocessors. Reconfigurable and Adaptive
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Computing: Theory and Applications explores the latest
research activities on hardware architecture for
reconfigurable and adaptive computing systems. The
first section of the book covers reconfigurable systems.
The book presents a software and hardware codesign
flow for coarse-grained systems-on-chip, a video
watermarking algorithm for the H.264 standard, a
solution for regular expressions matching systems, and a
novel field programmable gate array (FPGA)-based
acceleration solution with MapReduce framework on
multiple hardware accelerators. The second section
discusses network-on-chip, including an implementation
of a multiprocessor system-on-chip platform with shared
memory access, end-to-end quality-of-service metrics
modeling based on a multi-application environment in
network-on-chip, and a 3D ant colony routing (3D-ACR)
for network-on-chip with three different 3D topologies.
The final section addresses the methodology of system
codesign. The book introduces a new
software–hardware codesign flow for embedded systems
that models both processors and intellectual property
cores as services. It also proposes an efficient algorithm
for dependent task software–hardware codesign with the
greedy partitioning and insert scheduling method
(GPISM) by task graph.
Emerging Technologies in Computing: Theory, Practice,
and Advances reviews the past, current, and future
needs of technologies in the computer science field while
it also discusses the emerging importance of appropriate
practices, advances, and their impact. It outlines
emerging technologies and their principles, challenges,
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and applications as well as issues involved in the digital
age. With the rapid development of technologies, it
becomes increasingly important for us to remain up to
date on new and emerging technologies. It draws a clear
illustration for all those who have a strong interest in
emerging computing technologies and their impacts on
society. Features: Includes high-quality research work by
academicians and industrial experts in the field of
computing Offers case studies related to Artificial
Intelligence, Blockchain, Internet of Things, Multimedia
Big Data, Blockchain, Augmented Reality, Data Science,
Robotics, Cybersecurity, 3D Printing, Voice Assistants
and Chatbots, and Future Communication Networks
Serves as a valuable reference guide for anyone seeking
knowledge about where future computing is heading
"Intended as an upper-level undergraduate or
introductory graduate text in computer science theory,"
this book lucidly covers the key concepts and theorems
of the theory of computation. The presentation is
remarkably clear; for example, the "proof idea," which
offers the reader an intuitive feel for how the proof was
constructed, accompanies many of the theorems and a
proof. Introduction to the Theory of Computation covers
the usual topics for this type of text plus it features a
solid section on complexity theory--including an entire
chapter on space complexity. The final chapter
introduces more advanced topics, such as the discussion
of complexity classes associated with probabilistic
algorithms.
This is the first comprehensive reference on trust-region
methods, a class of numerical algorithms for the solution
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of nonlinear convex optimization methods. Its unified
treatment covers both unconstrained and constrained
problems and reviews a large part of the specialized
literature on the subject. It also provides an up-to-date
view of numerical optimization.
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to
understand machine learning include linear algebra,
analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector
calculus, optimization, probability and statistics. These
topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses,
making it hard for data science or computer science
students, or professionals, to efficiently learn the
mathematics. This self-contained textbook bridges the
gap between mathematical and machine learning texts,
introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum
of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to derive four
central machine learning methods: linear regression,
principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture models
and support vector machines. For students and others
with a mathematical background, these derivations
provide a starting point to machine learning texts. For
those learning the mathematics for the first time, the
methods help build intuition and practical experience with
applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes
worked examples and exercises to test understanding.
Programming tutorials are offered on the book's web
site.
Basic Category Theory for Computer Scientists provides a
straightforward presentation of the basic constructions and
terminology of category theory, including limits, functors,
natural transformations, adjoints, and cartesian closed
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categories. Category theory is a branch of pure mathematics
that is becoming an increasingly important tool in theoretical
computer science, especially in programming language
semantics, domain theory, and concurrency, where it is
already a standard language of discourse. Assuming a
minimum of mathematical preparation, Basic Category
Theory for Computer Scientists provides a straightforward
presentation of the basic constructions and terminology of
category theory, including limits, functors, natural
transformations, adjoints, and cartesian closed categories.
Four case studies illustrate applications of category theory to
programming language design, semantics, and the solution of
recursive domain equations. A brief literature survey offers
suggestions for further study in more advanced texts.
Contents Tutorial • Applications • Further Reading
There are several theories of programming. The first usable
theory, often called "Hoare's Logic", is still probably the most
widely known. In it, a specification is a pair of predicates: a
precondition and postcondition (these and all technical terms
will be defined in due course). Another popular and closely
related theory by Dijkstra uses the weakest precondition
predicate transformer, which is a function from programs and
postconditions to preconditions. lones's Vienna Development
Method has been used to advantage in some industries; in it,
a specification is a pair of predicates (as in Hoare's Logic),
but the second predicate is a relation. Temporal Logic is yet
another formalism that introduces some special operators and
quantifiers to describe some aspects of computation. The
theory in this book is simpler than any of those just
mentioned. In it, a specification is just a boolean expression.
Refinement is just ordinary implication. This theory is also
more general than those just mentioned, applying to both
terminating and nonterminating computation, to both
sequential and parallel computation, to both stand-alone and
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interactive computation. And it includes time bounds, both for
algorithm classification and for tightly constrained real-time
applications.
Written with computer scientists and engineers in mind, this
book brings queueing theory decisively back to computer
science.
An easy-to-comprehend text for required undergraduate
courses in computer theory, this work thoroughly covers the
three fundamental areas of computer theory--formal
languages, automata theory, and Turing machines. It is an
imaginative and pedagogically strong attempt to remove the
unnecessary mathematical complications associated with the
study of these subjects. The author substitutes graphic
representation for symbolic proofs, allowing students with
poor mathematical background to easily follow each step.
Includes a large selection of well thought out problems at the
end of each chapter.
Advancements in the technology and availability of data
sources have led to the `Big Data' era. Working with large
data offers the potential to uncover more fine-grained
patterns and take timely and accurate decisions, but it also
creates a lot of challenges such as slow training and
scalability of machine learning models. One of the major
challenges in machine learning is to develop efficient and
scalable learning algorithms, i.e., optimization techniques to
solve large scale learning problems. Stochastic Optimization
for Large-scale Machine Learning identifies different areas of
improvement and recent research directions to tackle the
challenge. Developed optimisation techniques are also
explored to improve machine learning algorithms based on
data access and on first and second order optimisation
methods. Key Features: Bridges machine learning and
Optimisation. Bridges theory and practice in machine
learning. Identifies key research areas and recent research
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directions to solve large-scale machine learning problems.
Develops optimisation techniques to improve machine
learning algorithms for big data problems. The book will be a
valuable reference to practitioners and researchers as well as
students in the field of machine learning.
Noncooperative Game Theory is aimed at students interested
in using game theory as a design methodology for solving
problems in engineering and computer science. João
Hespanha shows that such design challenges can be
analyzed through game theoretical perspectives that help to
pinpoint each problem's essence: Who are the players? What
are their goals? Will the solution to "the game" solve the
original design problem? Using the fundamentals of game
theory, Hespanha explores these issues and more. The use
of game theory in technology design is a recent development
arising from the intrinsic limitations of classical optimizationbased designs. In optimization, one attempts to find values
for parameters that minimize suitably defined criteria—such as
monetary cost, energy consumption, or heat generated.
However, in most engineering applications, there is always
some uncertainty as to how the selected parameters will
affect the final objective. Through a sequential and easy-tounderstand discussion, Hespanha examines how to make
sure that the selection leads to acceptable performance, even
in the presence of uncertainty—the unforgiving variable that
can wreck engineering designs. Hespanha looks at such
standard topics as zero-sum, non-zero-sum, and dynamics
games and includes a MATLAB guide to coding.
Noncooperative Game Theory offers students a fresh way of
approaching engineering and computer science applications.
An introduction to game theory applications for students of
engineering and computer science Materials presented
sequentially and in an easy-to-understand fashion Topics
explore zero-sum, non-zero-sum, and dynamics games
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MATLAB commands are included
Reconfigurable Computing marks a revolutionary and hot
topic that bridges the gap between the separate worlds of
hardware and software design— the key feature of
reconfigurable computing is its groundbreaking ability to
perform computations in hardware to increase performance
while retaining the flexibility of a software solution.
Reconfigurable computers serve as affordable, fast, and
accurate tools for developing designs ranging from single chip
architectures to multi-chip and embedded systems. Scott
Hauck and Andre DeHon have assembled a group of the key
experts in the fields of both hardware and software computing
to provide an introduction to the entire range of issues
relating to reconfigurable computing. FPGAs (field
programmable gate arrays) act as the “computing vehicles to
implement this powerful technology. Readers will be guided
into adopting a completely new way of handling existing
design concerns and be able to make use of the vast
opportunities possible with reconfigurable logic in this rapidly
evolving field. Designed for both hardware and software
programmers Views of reconfigurable programming beyond
standard programming languages Broad set of case studies
demonstrating how to use FPGAs in novel and efficient ways

Market_Desc: · Computer Scientists· Students ·
Professors Special Features: · Easy to read and the
coverage of mathematics is fairly simple so readers do
not have to worry about proving theorems· Contains new
coverage of Context Sensitive Language About The
Book: This text strikes a good balance between rigor and
an intuitive approach to computer theory. Covers all the
topics needed by computer scientists with a sometimes
humorous approach that reviewers found refreshing .
The goal of the book is to provide a firm understanding of
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the principles and the big picture of where computer
theory fits into the field.
A fundamental introduction to modern game theory from
amathematical viewpoint Game theory arises in almost
every fact of human and inhumaninteraction since
oftentimes during these communications objectivesare
opposed or cooperation is viewed as an option. From
economicsand finance to biology and computer science,
researchers andpractitioners are often put in complex
decision-making scenarios,whether they are interacting
with each other or working withevolving technology and
artificial intelligence. Acknowledging therole of
mathematics in making logical and advantageous
decisions,Game Theory: An Introduction uses modern
software applications tocreate, analyze, and implement
effective decision-makingmodels. While most books on
modern game theory are either too abstractor too
applied, this book provides a balanced treatment of
thesubject that is both conceptual and hands-on. Game
Theoryintroduces readers to the basic theories behind
games and presentsreal-world examples from various
fields of study such as economics,political science,
military science, finance, biological science aswell as
general game playing. A unique feature of this book is
theuse of Maple to find the values and strategies of
games, and inaddition, it aids in the implementation of
algorithms for thesolution or visualization of game
concepts. Maple is also utilizedto facilitate a visual
learning environment of game theory and actsas the
primary tool for the calculation of complex noncooperativeand cooperative games. Important game
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theory topics are presented within the followingfive main
areas of coverage: Two-person zero sum matrix games
Nonzero sum games and the reduction to nonlinear
programming Cooperative games, including discussion
of both the Nucleolusconcept and the Shapley value
Bargaining, including threat strategies Evolutionary
stable strategies and population games Although some
mathematical competence is assumed, appendices
areprovided to act as a refresher of the basic concepts of
linearalgebra, probability, and statistics. Exercises are
included at theend of each section along with algorithms
for the solution of thegames to help readers master the
presented information. Also,explicit Maple and
Mathematica® commands are included in thebook and
are available as worksheets via the book's related
Website. The use of this software allows readers to solve
many moreadvanced and interesting games without
spending time on the theoryof linear and nonlinear
programming or performing other complexcalculations.
With extensive examples illustrating game theory's wide
range ofrelevance, this classroom-tested book is ideal for
game theorycourses in mathematics, engineering,
operations research, computerscience, and economics
at the upper-undergraduate level. It is alsoan ideal
companion for anyone who is interested in the
applicationsof game theory.
Automata and natural language theory are topics lying at
the heart of computer science. Both are linked to
computational complexity and together, these disciplines
help define the parameters of what constitutes a
computer, the structure of programs, which problems are
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solvable by computers, and a range of other crucial
aspects of the practice of computer science. In this
important volume, two respected authors/editors in the
field offer accessible, practice-oriented coverage of these
issues with an emphasis on refining core problem solving
skills.
Measurement Theory in Action, Third Edition, helps
readers apply testing and measurement theories and
features 22 self-contained modules which instructors can
match to their courses. Each module features an
overview of a measurement issue and a step-by-step
application of that theory. Best Practices provide
recommendations for ensuring the appropriate
application of the theory. Practical Questions help
students assess their understanding of the topic.
Students can apply the material using real data in the
Exercises, some of which require no computer access,
while others involve the use of statistical software to
solve the problem. Case Studies in each module depict
typical dilemmas faced when applying measurement
theory followed by Questions to Ponder to encourage
critical examination of the issues noted in the cases. The
book’s website houses the data sets, additional
exercises, PowerPoints, and more. Other features
include suggested readings to further one’s
understanding of the topics, a glossary, and a
comprehensive exercise in Appendix A that incorporates
many of the steps in the development of a measure of
typical performance. Updated throughout to reflect recent
changes in the field, the new edition also features:
Recent changes in understanding measurement, with
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over 50 new and updated references Explanations of
why each chapter, article, or book in each module’s
Further Readings section is recommended Instructors
will find suggested answers to the book’s questions and
exercises; detailed solutions to the exercises; test bank
with 10 multiple choice and 5 short answer questions for
each module; and PowerPoint slides. Students and
instructors can access SPSS data sets; additional
exercises; the glossary; and additional information
helpful in understanding psychometric concepts. It is
ideal as a text for any psychometrics or testing and
measurement course taught in psychology, education,
marketing, and management. It is also an invaluable
reference for professional researchers in need of a quick
refresher on applying measurement theory.
This text strikes a good balance between rigor and an
intuitive approach to computer theory. Covers all the
topics needed by computer scientists with a sometimes
humorous approach that reviewers found "refreshing". It
is easy to read and the coverage of mathematics is fairly
simple so readers do not have to worry about proving
theorems.
This title gives students an integrated and rigorous
picture of applied computer science, as it comes to play
in the construction of a simple yet powerful computer
system.
Now you can clearly present even the most complex
computational theory topics to your students with
Sipser's distinct, market-leading INTRODUCTION TO
THE THEORY OF COMPUTATION, 3E. The number
one choice for today's computational theory course, this
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highly anticipated revision retains the unmatched clarity
and thorough coverage that make it a leading text for
upper-level undergraduate and introductory graduate
students. This edition continues author Michael Sipser's
well-known, approachable style with timely revisions,
additional exercises, and more memorable examples in
key areas. A new first-of-its-kind theoretical treatment of
deterministic context-free languages is ideal for a better
understanding of parsing and LR(k) grammars. This
edition's refined presentation ensures a trusted accuracy
and clarity that make the challenging study of
computational theory accessible and intuitive to students
while maintaining the subject's rigor and formalism.
Readers gain a solid understanding of the fundamental
mathematical properties of computer hardware, software,
and applications with a blend of practical and
philosophical coverage and mathematical treatments,
including advanced theorems and proofs.
INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF
COMPUTATION, 3E's comprehensive coverage makes
this an ideal ongoing reference tool for those studying
theoretical computing. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.

Why Don’t I Feel Good Enough? Using Attachment
Theory to Find a Solution offers a guide to how early
emotional bonds affect our adult relationships and
how psychological theory can help us to find the
origin and solution to a number of life’s problems.
Bringing a wealth of therapeutic experience and the
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latest scientific research, Helen Dent introduces the
benefits that understanding attachment theory can
bring to all areas of life. You will find this particularly
helpful if you struggle with everyday relationships
and have difficulties managing your emotions. Using
practical guidance, real-life examples and
questionnaires to help you locate your own
'attachment style', she provides the tools and
guidance to help you move on and develop secure,
positive attachments. Why Don’t I Feel Good
Enough? will be an important guide and resource for
psychotherapists, counsellors, clinical psychologists
and their clients. It provides a good introduction to
attachment theory for professionals in training.
Introduction to Languages and the Theory of
Computation is an introduction to the theory of
computation that emphasizes formal languages,
automata and abstract models of computation, and
computability; it also includes an introduction to
computational complexity and NP-completeness.
Through the study of these topics, students
encounter profound computational questions and are
introduced to topics that will have an ongoing impact
in computer science. Once students have seen
some of the many diverse technologies contributing
to computer science, they can also begin to
appreciate the field as a coherent discipline. A
distinctive feature of this text is its gentle and gradual
introduction of the necessary mathematical tools in
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the context in which they are used. Martin takes
advantage of the clarity and precision of
mathematical language but also provides discussion
and examples that make the language intelligible to
those just learning to read and speak it. The material
is designed to be accessible to students who do not
have a strong background in discrete mathematics,
but it is also appropriate for students who have had
some exposure to discrete math but whose skills in
this area need to be consolidated and sharpened.
One of the goals of artificial intelligence (AI) is
creating autonomous agents that must make
decisions based on uncertain and incomplete
information. The goal is to design rational agents
that must take the best action given the information
available and their goals. Decision Theory Models
for Applications in Artificial Intelligence: Concepts
and Solutions provides an introduction to different
types of decision theory techniques, including MDPs,
POMDPs, Influence Diagrams, and Reinforcement
Learning, and illustrates their application in artificial
intelligence. This book provides insights into the
advantages and challenges of using decision theory
models for developing intelligent systems.
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever
more desperately to try and improve performance.
His factory is rapidly heading for disaster. So is his
marriage. He has ninety days to save his plant - or it
will be closed by corporate HQ, with hundreds of job
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losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague
from student days - Jonah - to help him break out of
conventional ways of thinking to see what needs to
be done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry'
and by Businessweek as a 'genius', Eliyahu M.
Goldratt was an internationally recognized leader in
the development of new business management
concepts and systems. This 20th anniversary edition
includes a series of detailed case study interviews by
David Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune Small
Business, which explore how organizations around
the world have been transformed by Eli Goldratt's
ideas. The story of Alex's fight to save his plant
contains a serious message for all managers in
industry and explains the ideas which underline the
Theory of Constraints (TOC) developed by Eli
Goldratt. Written in a fast-paced thriller style, The
Goal is the gripping novel which is transforming
management thinking throughout the Western world.
It is a book to recommend to your friends in industry
- even to your bosses - but not to your competitors!
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the
rapidly developing field of molecular electronics. It
focuses on our present understanding of the
electrical conduction in single-molecule circuits and
provides a thorough introduction to the experimental
techniques and theoretical concepts. It will also
constitute as the first textbook-like introduction to
both the experiment and theory of electronic
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transport through single atoms and molecules. In this
sense, this publication will prove invaluable to both
researchers and students interested in the field of
nanoelectronics and nanoscience in general.
Molecular Electronics is self-contained and unified in
its presentation. It may be used as a textbook on
nanoelectronics by graduate students and advanced
undergraduates studying physics and chemistry. In
addition, included are previously unpublished
material that will help researchers gain a deeper
understanding into the basic concepts involved in the
field of molecular electronics.
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